
NTHMP Warning Coordination Subcommittee -- notes from call of November 3, 2017 
 
Attendees:   
 Mike Angove, Jacinta Brown, Serje Desjardins, Mike Gismondi, Dr. Paul Huang, Kieran 
Isidore, Laura Kong, Jeff Lorens, Dr. Charles "Chip" McCreery, BJ Nicholas, Christa Rabenold, 
Brent Tompkins, Bill Ward, Rick Wilson, Keily Yemm, Walt Zaleski 
 
Call facilitated by Rocky Lopes 
 
------------ 
Agenda: 
 
1.  September 8 Chiapas Mexico event -- confusion from products on consolidated tsunami.gov 
website 
 
McCreery:  There was an apparent conflict between international and domestic products that 
could be misinterpreted by website visitors.  The tsunami model data presented in the 
international product classified the potential maximum tsunami impact for American Samoa as 
>0.3m, which is the threshold for Advisory status. The PTWC evaluation, based upon all 
available information, did not put American Samoa into Advisory status, so there appeared to be 
a conflict with American Samoa to persons aware of the 0.3m threshold.  International products 
generated by PTWC are in support of the Pacific Tsunami Warning System (PTWS) and they 
cover almost all coasts in the Pacific and its marginal seas.  These international threat products 
are meant to provide countries with rapid information about a potential or actual tsunami threat. 
Countries may use this information along with their own analyses capabilities to determine their 
domestic alert levels. 
 
This is precisely what happened within the U.S. -- the PTWC is the alerting center for United 
States islands in the Pacific.  The PTWC domestic alert for American Samoa was not a tsunami 
Advisory. 
 
The issue is how to represent international products on tsunami.gov.  Caveat is that "this is 
guidance based on our forecast for the whole Pacific" but this caveat is missed.  Why is it 
missed?  Is it because it gets lost amongst the other NTWC messages on tsunami.gov? 
 
Chip welcomed feedback from the WCS membership to help formulate ways to reduce potential 
confusion.  He noted that if changes to international products are recommended they would need 
to be discussed and approved by the PTWS.   
 
Chip also noted a similar potential conflict with international threat products issued by the Japan 
Meteorological Agency for the western Pacific.  The JMA issue forecast guidance for Guam and 
CNMI for tsunamis generated in the western Pacific, and it could also conflict with PTWC alert 
levels.  However, the PTWC alert levels are authoritative for Guam and CNMI as well as the 
other domestic interests covered by PTWC.  
 
The floor was then opened for comments.  Did international products cause confusion? 



 
Jacinta Brown of American Samoa provided some responses to questions via her local NWS 
Forecast Office.  Cinta said that they reconfirm with their NWS office if there are differences in 
messages. 
 
Chip:  One way to help eliminate confusion would be to provide training to EMs on these 
products or [for domestic interests to not receive or use these products entirely].  This section in 
brackets is confusing.  Consider rewriting.  What is meant by “entirely”? 
 
Cinta:  The confusion wasn't in their office with the two different products, but that other people 
view different websites and relay information through services such as social media. 
 
Chip:  Would it be helpful if there were a separate tab for American Samoa on the website where 
only their authoritative information could be displayed?  The international products could be 
displayed on an International tab. 
 
Rick:  Is it a benefit or not to take American Samoa, Hawaii and other territories out of the 
international message to eliminate potential confusion in the future? 
 
Chip:  If we do this for the U.S. interests in the product, then other countries with independent 
analyses capabilities could ask to take their countries off too.  We want to avoid a "Swiss cheese" 
approach for international tsunami threat messages. 
 
Mike: We specify American Samoa in the international product.  Do we have to spell it out in the 
international product?  An alternative might be to only name general regions in the text product. 
 
Chip:  Something to consider, but it seems like it would water-down the product considerably. 
 
Rick:  Your sense is that other countries may want to drop off.  Have they asked to do so? 
 
Chip:  This is a discussion that we have already had with other countries in the PTWS.  Some 
requested to be removed but the consensus was to keep everyone on. 
 
Mike:  Separate tabs are a good thing to consider.  Also to look at how we talk about the 
geography without calling out territories in a text product. 
 
Rick:  The tab idea sounds interesting.  Supports that concept. 
 
Rick:  The issue of a "Tsunami Threat" appearing on the website is now confusing to domestic 
users when the tsunami.gov website was combined.  Any thoughts about that? 
 
Chip:  That is understandable. It seems like it could be addressed by using different tabs. The 
Threat banner would then only appear on the international tabs. 
 
Mike:  We'll take this feedback and look at what we can do about having a domestic and 
international differentiation on the website.  It won't happen overnight. 



 
----- 
Agenda item #2:  Update on WCS Actions Chart 
 
Update on incomplete items: 
 
2.  NTHMP strategic plan milestones for WCS:  this input was provided at the NTHMP Summer 
Meeting.  The new NTHMP strategic plan will not have milestones, but rather goals and 
strategies.  Status: green 
 
4. Add layer to new combined TWC site to see Observatory Message layer. This will be default 
off. 
 
This is still ongoing. USGS had expressed a desire to cut off TWC Observatory Messages from 
CISN. There are 2 issues: one is creating the OM layer on tsunami.gov website which needs 
programming resources. Another is how to get our customers or CISN customers to tsunami.gov 
when an Observatory Message has been issued.  Status: yellow 
 
5. Consider merging tsunami.noaa.gov into tsunami.gov and removing tsunami.noaa.gov site. 
This question is being considered seriously. However, PMEL owns the tsunami.noaa.gov and we 
need their permission to roll that web site into tsunami.gov.  The combine site should also have 
all the official information such as past tsunami exercises, tsunami catalogs, and need to have all 
data from NCEI migrated there too. Status: yellow 
 
7. Utilize Southern CA WEA activation zones developed in 2015 to limit county-wide activation.  
NWS dissemination portfolio confirmed polygon vertices.  They are supposed to push the new 
verticies to the software that controls activation of WEA zones in December.  Rocky will 
confirm this has happened in December.  Status: yellow 
 
8. Consider WEA activation only for local warnings, not distant, if possible. 
Unless NOAA/NWS creates new "tsunami Warning" products that differentiate tsunami 
Warnings based on whether the causal event is local or distant, then requesting WEA activation 
differences will not occur because WEA activation is dependent on the product they get from the 
NWS.  Currently, there is only one tsunami Warning product issued by the NWS (although alert 
areas differ, but a "TS-W" warning is a warning regardless of which geographic area it is issued 
for).  Status: yellow.   
 
9/10:  Dates and scenarios for 2018 national exercises. 
Paul H: For NTWC’s Pacific AOR (PACIFEX18, March 28, Mw 9.1 eq, 100 miles SE of 
Chignik, Alaska) and Atlantic AOR (LANTEX18, March 21, 2018, Mw 7.5 eq, 90 miles S of 
Nantucket, Massachusetts, and landslide off coast of Massachusetts), we have tested modeling 
and anticipate exercise documents ready after December.  Chip:  The annual Caribbean exercise, 
CaribeWave18, is planned for 3/15/18.  It will include 3 tsunami scenarios.  Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands will exercise the Mona Passage scenario.  The regular Pacific exercise, 
PacWave18, will be held in the Sept/Oct 2018 time frame and the manual will be published 6 



months in advance.  Customized exercise events will be arranged in coordination with American 
Samoa, Guam and CNMI, and Hawaii.  Status: yellow. 
 
12. Implement Tview operationally and provide all WCS login information. 
Mike:  it is not in PMEL's work plan this year.  We are working toward a capability where the 
utility in Tview could be integrated into the website, but not sure how much progress will be 
made due to insufficient resources.  "On slow development." Status: yellow. 
 
13. Update WCS on progress in Tview development throughout the year.   
This is ongoing since it not certain when this will be functional. It will be updated periodically. 
Status: yellow 
 
14. Add social science recommendations to Hawaii product. 
This is ongoing.  Chip is incorporating the customer feedback he is receiving. Status: yellow. 
 
18. Known tsunami communication tests or exercises on table/calendar on tsunami.gov or 
NTHMP web site. 
The NTWC is starting to work on this.  First it will be on tsunami.gov then request a link from 
the NTHMP site.  Adding more exercises from PTWC will complete the work.  Status: yellow. 
 
19. Make catalog of tsunami scenario available to NTHMP partners. 
This is ongoing.  A link from the NTHMP site will be requested when it is done.  Status: yellow. 
 
---------------- 
No further discussion. 
 
Mike:  thanked Rocky Lopes for facilitating this meeting.  Looking to Paul Huang for his 
leadership with Chip in support to keep WCS going.   
 
Meeting ended at 3:57pm ET. 


